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About this resource
This pack includes hands-on skill practice 
games that require very little preparation. 
Most games include a game board and a set 
of cards.  Some are designed for two players 
and others are designed for up to four players. 
Simply print the games on your paper of 
choice, cut it out, and you’re set!

All of the games in this pack practice literacy 
skills such as rhyming, sound isolation,
letter sound knowledge, and word
family work.

Some games require mini erasers 
or other small objects.
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What is a growing pack?
Currently, this resource is a growing pack.  
That simply means that I have 52 literacy 
games planned, but I’m not finished creating 
some of them yet.  In order to say thank you 
for your trust and patience, I’m offering this 
growing pack at a “buy-in” price that is 
significantly lower than the full completed 
resource will be. However, you will be able to 
download the remaining packs at no 
additional cost!  You will just need
to re-download the file from “My
Purchases” on TpT once more 
games are added.
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What’s Included?
-There are currently 29 games as of 

7/20/2020.
-There will eventually be 52 games.

-I will continue to add more games over the 
next several months. 

-Although there is no set timeframe, I’m 
hoping to have this pack completed by the 

end of 2020.

PLUS:
-All games are black-and-
white for low-cost printing.
-Labels and instruction cards 
are included.



What’s Included?

6 Alphabet 
Games

4 Rhyming 
Games

4 Syllables
Games

3 Short A
Word Family 

Games

3 Short E
Word Family 

Games

3 Short I
Word Family 

Games

3 Short O
Word Family 

Games

3 Short U
Word Family 

Games

3 First Sound 
Isolation 
Games

3 Final Sound 
Isolation 
Games

4 Short 
Vowel 

Games

4 CVC Word 
Games

3 Long 
Vowel/CVCE 

Word 
Games

2 Digraphs 
Games

4 Beginning 
and Ending 

Blends 
Games

Here are the quantities and skills that I have planned. 
Remember that this is a growing pack and some of these 

are not available yet.

Included Included Included Included Included

Included Included Included
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Prep & Storage
The best thing about these games is that they’re simple and 
cost-effective. You can print on printer paper or cardstock 
(recommended). The games are all black-and-white.  You 
can print on color paper to make the games pop!  

You just have to print and cut out the games. Laminating is 
optional and recommended if you need these to last for 
several years or through several rotations of students.

Some games require small objects such 
as mini erasers, buttons, or cubes.

You can store these games in several ways. I
like to keep them in gallon-sized zipper bags.
There are labels and instruction cards
included. You can also put the games in 
file folders, two-pocket folders, or large
envelopes.
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Ideas for Use
I have created these games for teachers 
(and parents!) who are looking for simple yet 
fun ways to work on important literacy skills 
commonly taught in Kindergarten. Some 
possible uses for these games are:

*Literacy centers
*Guided reading groups
*Partner work
*Intervention
*Homeschool settings
*After-school settings
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Alphabet Games:

Let’s Go to Space, Mermaid Memory, Find a Fish,
Popping Letters, Letter Race, Where’s the Pup?
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Rhyming Games:

The Rhyming Robot, Rhyming Memory, Three-in-a-Row,
Hop to Rhyme
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Syllables Games:

Bunch of Syllables, Sunny Syllables, Syllable Scoops,
Catching Syllables
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Short A Word Family Games:

Monster Memory, Let’s Go Camping, Lollipop Words 
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Short E Word Family Games:

Farmer’s Market Time, Sneaky Spider, Three-in-a-Row 
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Short I Word Family Games:

Beach Fun, Treasure Chest Words, Build a Pizza
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Short O Word Family Games:

Word Construction, Feed the Dog, Picking Out Popsicles
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Short U Word Family Games:

Go Fish, Super Words, Royal Three-in-a-Row


